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We consider the question of whether it is possible to convert the entanglement between spatially
separated modes of massive particles into a form that would allow the experimental observation
of nonlocal quantum correlations. In the simplest setups analogous to optics experiments, that
conversion is prohibited by fundamental conservation laws. However, we show that using auxiliary
particles, that goal can be achieved with varying levels of success, depending on the nature and
number of auxiliary particles used. In particular, we find that an auxiliary Bose-Einstein condensate
allows the conversion arbitrarily many times with a small error that depends only on the initial state
of the condensate.
I. INTRODUCTION
Entanglement has attracted interest ever since it was
recognized as a central ingredient in quantum mechanics
[1], both on a fundamental level as it represents a clear
deviation from classical intuition [2] and, recently, for
its possible use as a resource in the emerging field of
quantum information processing [3].
One typically thinks of entanglement as describing
quantum correlations between physical variables of two
different particles or systems. Perhaps the simplest ex-
ample are the Bell states of two (distinguishable) spin-
1/2 particles. There are, however, a number of other sit-
uations where entanglement arises. For example, in the
Stern-Gerlach experiment, the position of a particle is
entangled with its spin. Another example, which will be
the main focus of the present paper, is the entanglement
between modes of particles: if one takes a single particle
in a pure quantum state and uses the field-theory descrip-
tion where the particle is seen as an excitation of the field
modes, one finds that those modes are generally entan-
gled. On a more abstract level, one could even redefine
a single physical degree of freedom (rather unnaturally)
such that superpositions of states have the appearance of
entangled states.
Given the wide range of manifestations of entangle-
ment explained above, not all of them are equally in-
triguing. It is in fact the combination of entanglement
and non-locality that fascinates us physicists the most.
In particular, the entanglement between two degrees of
freedom of a single particle, e.g. of the Stern-Gerlach
type, can be easily overlooked in this context because
it does not contradict intuitive expectations about local-
ity (surely, the authors in Ref. [2] were aware of the
Stern-Gerlach experiment, yet they clearly did not find
it relevant to their debate). One must therefore divide
entanglement into two types: loosely speaking, one can
speak of interesting versus uninteresting entanglement.
Clearly the above classification of the different types
of entanglement according to how interesting they are is
not unambiguous. One must therefore define that classi-
fication according to an unambiguous experimental pro-
cedure. It seems to us that the most reasonable definition
would include the observation of nonlocal, non-classical
correlations between two objects. The term ‘nonlocal’ is
used in this context to mean the following: if we are to
say that there is nonlocal entanglement (in an unques-
tionable form) between two objects at a given point in
time, we require that quantum correlations be observable
within a time d/c, where d is the distance between the
two objects, and c is the speed of light [2].
An important requirement needed to detect entangle-
ment is the ability to perform measurements in different
bases. For example, if we take an ensemble of spin-1/2
pairs of particles and we find correlations in the values of
their spins along the z-axis, we still cannot say for sure
that the pairs are entangled. These observations would
be consistent with classical correlations. The require-
ment of measurements in different bases is in fact the
difficulty when dealing with modes of massive particles.
We can measure the number of particles in those modes,
but we cannot measure superpositions of atom numbers,
as will be explained below [5, 6, 7].
The Bell states of spatially separated particles provide
a clear example where nonlocal, non-classical correlations
would be observable, since it is possible to measure (lo-
cally) the spins of the two particles along any desired pair
of directions. It is also worth noting here that such non-
local entanglement is necessary for a number of quantum
information processing applications [3].
In this paper, we focus on the case of entanglement be-
tween spatially separated modes of massive particles. We
are interested in the question of whether this type of en-
tanglement can be converted so that the nonlocal effects
2mentioned above are observable. In spite of the funda-
mental difficulties associated with particle conservation,
some recent studies [8] have suggested that this conver-
sion is in fact possible. Here we analyze several possible
methods to observe the entanglement between spatially
separated modes without violating any fundamental su-
perselection rules. In particular, we find the rather sur-
prising result that a finite auxiliary Bose-Einstein con-
densate (BEC) can be used to convert the entanglement
an arbitrary number of times, neglecting difficulties that
could arise in a realistic setup.
The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we present
a simple experimental setup where the fundamental ques-
tions about the possibility of detecting the entanglement
between modes can be seen clearly. In Sec. III we present
a quantum-eraser approach to detecting the entangle-
ment, and we discuss why we are not interested in that
approach. In Sec. IV we discuss how the entanglement
can be converted using auxiliary atoms. Section V con-
tains concluding remarks.
II. BASIC PROBLEM
Take a particle-beam-splitter setup, as shown in Fig.
1(a) for the case of a photon beam splitter. A particle




(|L〉+ |R〉) . (1)
When viewed as a quantum state of the particle, the
above state clearly does not contain any entanglement.
If one thinks of the modes of the field describing that
species of particles, however, one finds that the modes on
the left and right sides of the beam splitter are entangled;
the state is a quantum superposition of the modes on the
left containing one particle and the modes on the right
empty as well as the opposite combination. The ques-
tion now is whether this type of entanglement is simply
a book-keeping issue that has no physical implications or
it leads to measurable effects associated with entangle-
ment, e.g. violations of the Bell inequalities using local
measurements [4]. If the particle is a photon, one im-
mediately finds that by positioning two atoms in their
ground states, one on each side of the beam splitter, it is
possible to design the system such that the photon will
excite the corresponding atom. This process is illustrated
in Fig. 1(b), and it results in the quantum state
|Ψ〉 = 1√
2
(|eg〉+ |ge〉) , (2)
where the symbols g and e stand for ground and excited
state, respectively, and the first and second symbols de-
scribe the atoms on the left and right, respectively. It is
now possible to measure the state of each atom in any
FIG. 1: (color online) Schematic diagrams of beam-splitter
setups. Figure 1(a) shows the basic optics setup. Figure 1(b)
shows a photon beam-splitter setup with two target atoms,
one of which will be excited by absorbing the incident photon.
Figure 1(c) shows the atomic analog of Fig 1(b), where the
flying atom excites one of the two target atoms.
desired basis (for example, a combination of unitary op-
erations using classical electromagnetic fields and a mea-
surement in the {|g〉 , |e〉} basis will do). One should
therefore be able to observe a violation of the Bell in-
equalities when measuring the states of the two atoms.
We now ask whether a similar procedure can be fol-
lowed in the case of massive particles. A key point to
3note here is that nature allows us to create and destroy
photons. In other words, there is no conservation law
for the number of photons, and there are physical pro-
cesses that change it, e.g. absorption of the photon by
an atom. However, there are conservation laws for all
massive particles (here we shall not get into high-energy-
physics discussions, and we shall pretend, for simplicity,
that there is a field describing whatever particle we are
considering, e.g. atoms).
We now imagine the situation where a flying atom
passes through the beam splitter [9] and ends up in the
quantum state of Eq. (1). We take two target atoms as
above, and we design the apparatus such that the flying
atom interacts with and excites the corresponding target
atom, as shown in Fig. 1(c). Instead of the state in Eq.
(2), one now finds the state
|Ψ〉 = 1√
2
(|L〉 ⊗ |eg〉+ |R〉 ⊗ |ge〉) . (3)
In order to predict the correlations that would be ob-
served in any measurement on the target atoms, one must
trace out the flying atom’s degree of freedom. One there-
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and the measurement results will be classically corre-
lated: the target atoms will either be in the state |eg〉
or the state |ge〉, each with probability 1/2. No signa-
ture of entanglement can be observed in these results.
From the above example, it is clear that tracing out the
degree of freedom of the flying atom prevents us from ob-
serving quantum correlations between the target atoms.
We can therefore say that the entanglement between the
modes in the above setup cannot be tested. In the fol-
lowing sections, we shall try to construct more elaborate
setups such that entanglement between the modes of the
flying atom can result in entanglement between the target
atoms. In the first case, we will use a global measurement
on the state of the flying atom. In the other two cases,
auxiliary modes of the same species as the flying atom
will be used.
III. QUANTUM-ERASER APPROACH
We start with perhaps the simplest case. As we dis-
cussed above, tracing out the degree of freedom of the
flying atom results in classical correlations between the
states of the target atoms, but no quantum correlations
would be observable. Performing a measurement on the
flying atom while it is on one side of the apparatus does
not help either, since such a measurement would project
the state of the stationary atoms onto one of two sepa-
rable state. However, if we perform a measurement on
the flying atom that erases the information about which
side of the beam splitter it went into, the target atoms
would end up in an entangled state. The details are given
below.
Let us take the situation where the flying atom was
prepared in the superposition state given by Eq. (1),
and then excited the corresponding target atom. We
therefore have the quantum state of Eq. (3). We now
perform a measurement on the flying atom in the ba-
sis
{|+〉 ≡ (|L〉+ |R〉)/√2, |−〉 ≡ (|L〉 − |R〉)/√2}. De-
pending on the outcome of the measurement, the target
atoms end up in the state
|Ψ〉 = 1√
2
(|eg〉 ± |ge〉) , (5)
where the upper and lower signs correspond to the out-
comes |+〉 and |−〉, respectively. By post-selecting only
those instances where the outcome |+〉 was obtained,
quantum correlations would be observable between the
target atoms. Naturally one could equally well post-
select the instances where the outcome |−〉 was obtained.
Although the above procedure allows us, in a sense,
to observe the entanglement between the modes of the
flying particle, it does not meet the criteria we set in
Sec. I above: In order to observe the entanglement, we
had to perform a global measurement on the state of
the flying atom. In other words, after the flying atom
excited one of the stationary atoms, it had to travel at
least half the distance between the stationary atoms, so
that its state could be measured in the desired basis.
One could therefore argue that the entanglement did not
exist in any meaningful form at the time of excitation,
but rather the flying atom and measurement apparatus
mediated an interaction between the stationary atoms.
We shall therefore not allow such global measurements
in the following sections.
IV. OBSERVING ENTANGLEMENT WITHOUT
GLOBAL MEASUREMENTS
As above, we take a flying atom going through a beam
splitter and exciting one of two target atoms. Since the
flying atom cannot be annihilated by any physical pro-
cess, this simple setup cannot be used to detect entan-
glement between the target atoms. We now present two
scenarios where auxiliary atoms of the same species as
the flying atom can be used to erase, at least partially,
the information about which side the flying atom went
into.
A. Scenario I: one auxiliary atom
Let us imagine that we have already prepared an atom
of the same species as the flying atom in the state
|Ψaux〉 = 1√
2
(|Laux〉+ |Raux〉) . (6)
4where the states |Laux〉 and |Raux〉 are localized modes on
the left and right side of the beam splitter, respectively.









|Lflying〉 ⊗ |eg〉+ |Rflying〉 ⊗ |ge〉
)
. (7)
We now wish to use the indistinguishability between the
flying atom and the auxiliary atom to erase (even if par-
tially) the which-path information carried by the flying
atom. We find it instructive to start with what we con-
sider a non-ideal approach, especially for those who might
not be sufficiently familiar with certain details of the pro-
cedures discussed below.
1. Non-ideal approach
Let us imagine that the flying atom is stopped and
trapped after it has excited one of the target atoms (there
is no fundamental difficulty with doing that). The flying
and auxiliary atoms are now trapped in the ground states
of localized potential wells. If we take the quantum state
in Eq. (7) and slowly merge the two wells on the left and
the two wells on the right, one might expect the resulting








Assuming that the above is true, if we measure the num-
ber of atoms in the combined traps, we would have a
50% chance of finding one atom on each side of the beam
splitter. If that happens, we would have lost all infor-
mation about which side the flying atom went into. We




(|eg〉+ |ge〉) , (9)
and quantum correlations would be observable in those
instances. In the instance where the atoms are found on
the same side of the beam splitter, we know which side
the flying atom went into, and we end up with a separable
state for the stationary atoms.
Although the above scenario might, at first sight, look
like it does not violate any principles of quantum me-
chanics, closer inspection reveals the opposite. In partic-
ular, let us take the situation where one atom is on each
side of the beam splitter before merging the two pairs of
wells. It would be wrong to conclude that the slow merg-
ing process results in the state |1, 1〉 (without any addi-
tional quantum numbers). If we note that two orthogonal
states, namely |Laux.〉 ⊗ |Rflying〉 and |Raux.〉 ⊗ |Lflying〉,
would result in the same state in that description, we find
that the process of merging the wells must be treated
FIG. 2: (color online) Merging two wells into one (note that
the two wells being merged are on the same side of the beam
splitter). If the initial double-well potential is perfectly sym-
metric with an infinite barrier (a), the ground state is degen-
erate, and it splits into two states during the merging process.
The symmetry can be lifted using internal-state-dependent in-
teractions with the target atom, ensuring that the atom ends
up in the ground state of the merged well (b).
with more care. Let us focus on a pair of wells with one
atom in the ground state of one of them. If we take the
limit of an infinite barrier height (and zero bias between
the two wells), the ground state of the double-well poten-
tial is degenerate (see Fig. 2(a)). When we combine the
two wells, the atom will end up in a superposition be-
tween the ground and first-excited states of the (merged)
single well, with amplitudes and a phase factor that de-
pend on the source of the atom (i.e., flying or auxiliary
atom) and the details of the merging process. The which-
path information is therefore not erased at this stage. It
is possible, in principle, to perform measurements on the
atoms in the merged wells and establish the phase in the
entangled state of the target atoms (similarly to what was
done in the quantum-eraser approach above). However,
since the state resulting from the merging of the wells is
strongly susceptible to fluctuations in the bias between
the two separate wells, we abandon this approach.
Note that since we only obtain the desired entangled
state when the flying atom and auxiliary atom are found
on opposite sides of the beam splitter, the difference be-
tween bosonic and fermionic particles does not affect our
argument. It only affects the instances where both atoms
are found on the same side of the beam splitter. But
those instances will be discarded. We therefore do not
need to analyze the two cases separately.
52. Better approach
Let us now take the same procedure as in the ‘non-ideal
approach’ above, except that during the well-merging
process we bring the target atoms close to the merging
wells. We design the system such that a target atom in
the ground state raises the well of the flying atom relative
to that of the auxiliary atom, and a target atom in the
excited state lowers the well of the flying atom relative to
that of the auxiliary atom, as shown in Fig. 2(b). Follow-
ing this procedure each atom (assuming one atom was on
each side of the beam splitter) will be in the ground state
of its potential well. The quantum state is then correctly
described by Eq. (8); the desired (partial) erasure of the
which-path information has been achieved. We therefore
obtain an entangled pair of target atoms 50% of the time
and separable states 50% of the time. The desired raising
and lowering of the potential wells could be achieved us-
ing the electronic-state-dependent interactions between
the flying and stationary atoms.
3. Alternative approach: initially correlated flying and
auxiliary atoms
For completeness let us mention the following possibil-
ity. If we take the auxiliary atom and the flying atom
to go through the beam splitter immediately after each
other such that their interaction ensures that each one of
them goes to a different side of the beam splitter, we are
guaranteed to have the favourable situation for obtain-
ing entanglement between the target atoms. However,
the entanglement after crossing the beam splitter in this
situation is closer to being an entanglement in an inter-
nal degree of freedom of a single particle than it is to the
entanglement between modes that we are interested in.
In this case, the ‘internal’ degree of freedom is the time
at which the particle goes through the beam splitter: if
the particle on the left crossed the beam splitter at the
earlier time, the particle on the right must have crossed
the beam splitter at the later time, and vice versa. We
therefore do not consider this possibility in any more de-
tail.
B. Scenario II: Auxiliary Bose-Einstein condensate
The above scenario allows us to obtain an entan-
gled pair of target atoms 50% of the time. Since only
one auxiliary atom was used there, it is natural to ask
whether replacing the auxiliary atom with an auxiliary
Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) would result in a higher
probability for producing a pair with the desired entan-
glement. Furthermore, one could still argue that when
using an auxiliary atom one is not probing the entangle-
ment from the flying atom, but rather a complicated form
of entanglement involving both the flying and auxiliary
atom. These issues will be addressed below.
We now take a BEC of non-interacting atoms trapped
in a single well, and we split the well into two and take
those to opposite sides of the beam splitter. The state of














fN,j |j,N − j〉aux (10)
where the operators a†L,aux and a
†
R,aux create atoms of the
same species as the flying atom in auxiliary modes on the
left and right sides of the beam splitter, respectively, N is
the number of atoms in the condensate, and |vac〉 is the
vacuum state for that species [10, 11, 12]. The function




j!(N − j)! . (11)
In the ket of the second line, the first and second numbers
denote the number of atoms in the BEC on the left and
right sides of the beam splitter, respectively. The state





fN,j |j,N − j〉aux
⊗ 1√
2
(|Lflying〉 ⊗ |eg〉+ |Rflying〉 ⊗ |ge〉) .(12)
We now follow a similar approach to the auxiliary-atom
scenario of Sec. IVA2 and slowly merge the trapping
well of the BEC with that of the flying atom [13]. We
















By tracing over the BEC degree of freedom, we find that
the relevant off-diagonal element of the target atoms’ re-


































6where we have defined δj ≡ j−N/2 and assumed that N
is even in the intermediate steps. Combining the above
expression for ρge,eg with the fact that ρge,ge = ρeg,eg =
1/2, the probability of successfully generating the desired
entangled state is found to approach unity, with an error
that decreases as 1/N . To put it differently, the concur-
rence C, which can be calculated straightforwardly [14],
is given by
C = 1− 1
N
. (15)
It would seem wasteful to use a large condensate to
generate a single pair of entangled target atoms. The
next question to ask is therefore how many times we can
use the same condensate to generate entangled pairs of
target atoms from a stream of flying atoms. In order to
answer this question, we take the quantum state in Eq.
(13) and trace out the target atoms’ degrees of freedom.
We find that the BEC reduced density matrix is given by
ρafter 1st runBEC =
1
2











fN,j |j,N + 1− j〉 . (17)
The subscript of Λ, i.e. L or R, indicates the path that the
flying atom took, which is also copied to the state of the
target atoms. The density matrix in Eq. (16)describes a
mixed state, which might suggest that the probability of
successful production of a second entangled pair of target
atoms will be reduced. We note, however, that each of
the two pure states |ΨL〉 and |ΨR〉 has exactly the same
distribution as the original BEC state, except that the
center of the distribution can be shifted. If we follow the
same procedure as above with the BEC in this new mixed
state, the result can be obtained by taking the average
of the expected results from states |ΨL〉 and |ΨR〉. Since
each one of those gives identical results to the case of a
pure BEC state with N atoms, we find that the second
flying atom produces an entangled state between the tar-
get atoms with the same error (of order 1/N) as the first
flying atom. The procedure can be repeated indefinitely,
with the error remaining at 1/N , where N is the initial
number of atoms in the condensate. It is quite remark-
able that we obtain this result even when the procedure
has been repeated more than N times and the (classi-
cal) fluctuations in the number of atoms on the left and
right sides exceed the natural (quantum) fluctuations,
of order
√
N , that were present in the original BEC. In
practice, the process cannot be repeated infinitely many
times, simply because the model of non-interacting con-
densates would break down at some point. However, this
limitation has nothing to do with the effect that we are
considering, and the system can be designed such that it
only appears after a number of repetitions that is much
larger than N .
One note is in order about the procedure involving the
stream of flying atoms. When we traced over the target
atoms’ degrees of freedom, we have excluded knowledge
about the BEC density matrix that we would have ob-
tained by keeping a record of the outcome of measure-
ments on those atoms. However, since we are looking
for correlations between the states of the target atoms
only, and we are not interested in correlations between
those and the BEC, it is safe to trace over their degrees of
freedom when considering subsequent repetitions of the
procedure.
V. CONCLUSION
We have discussed the fundamental difficulty with con-
verting the entanglement between spatially separated
modes of massive particles into forms that would allow
the observation of nonlocal quantum correlations, e.g.
testing the Bell inequalities. We have then analyzed
several possible approaches where this conversion can be
achieved by using auxiliary particles, including the case
of an auxiliary BEC. Remarkably we found that in the
case of a BEC, the number of times we can convert such
entanglement is not limited by the number of particles
in the BEC. Our results using a single auxiliary atom
apply regardless of whether the particles are bosons or
fermions. However, there does not seem to be an ana-
logue of the BEC method in the case of fermionic flying
atoms.
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